The Joy of Quiet Rain Mix

9:47

f r o m L i q u i d M i n d X : M e d i tat i on

Soft Focus Ocean Mix

8:52

f r o m L i q u i d M i n d X : M e d i tat i on

Velvet Morning Rain Mix

8:52

from Liquid Mind VI : Spirit

In Fields of Peace Ocean Mix

8:58

f r o m L i q u i d M i n d X : M e d i tat i on

Journey to Peace Rain Mix

12:21

from Liquid Mind VIII : Sleep

Night Light Ocean Mix
from Liquid Mind VIII : Sleep
total time : 61:28

12:38

Composed and Performed by Chuck Wild
Produced, Recorded and Mixed by Chuck Wild
Background Vocals: Michael Seven Whitfield, A. J. Teshin, Jimmy Demers and Chuck Wild
Mastering: Bernie Grundman
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From the Artist
My deepest gratitude to those of you who support my music, it’s hard
to believe the Liquid Mind® series is now twenty years old. I’ve received
thousands of supportive messages and emails from folks, some very
touching. You’ve told me about Liquid Mind being used in healthcare
settings, meditation and yoga groups, pre-sleep routines, massage and
spa treatments, cancer clinics, addiction rehabilitation, maternity
wards, surgical recovery, schools, pain management, grieving, anxiety
management, the list goes on. I sincerely hope my sedative music will
continue to be of help to all those who can benefit from it.
I hope you’ll enjoy this Liquid Mind adventure into the sounds of water,
and that you will find these ocean and rain mixes both relaxing and
energizing. I’ve designed and remixed this collection to be listened to at
lower volumes, so settle in for a journey in your headphones, and prepare
to be transported to a place of renewal, cleansing, healing, and comfort.
When Karen Kael and Terence Yallop, owners of Real Music, the
wonderful label I’m signed to, suggested mixing some of my favorite
tracks from previous albums with rain and ocean, I immediately recalled
my history with the sound of the ocean, and how the resonance of the
waves led me to discovering a musical identity for the Liquid Mind series.
In 1987, after working 20 hour days for several months on the ABC-TV
series Max Headroom®, and at the same time losing many friends and
associates to the AIDS crisis, I became sleep deprived and began to have
persistent anxiety attacks. Though it was a low point for me, that period
was the start of a profound healing that has had a strong and lasting effect
on who I am, and how I lead my life.
As part of my treatment a counselor suggested I write the kind of music
that represented the way I wanted to feel . . . relaxed. I was so out of
balance at the time, I couldn’t even conceive of writing slow relaxing
music. Another therapist suggested taking a short trip to Laguna Beach,
California, and during that visit I spent a good deal of time sitting on the
rocks, just listening to the ocean. For the first time in many months I

began to feel a deep sense of calm, but only when I was within hearing
distance of the ocean. The constant, deep, slowly moving sound of the
“liquid” (the Pacific) helped to quiet my “mind.” That day I vowed to
compose music that not only imitated the ebb and flow, but also honored
the constancy and sonic richness of the ocean, and I decided to call this
new music Liquid Mind.
Love and gratitude to my dear friends, my families both near and far, and
those who have consistently encouraged me on my Liquid Mind journey:
Seven Whitfield, Terence Yallop and Karen Kael, Suzanne Doucet, Bruce
and Bea Swedien, singers A. J. Teshin and Jimmy Demers, flautist and
music therapist Barb Else, music therapist Dr. Alicia Clair, website
designer Andy Markley at art101.com, artist and inventor J S Kingfisher,
Will Everett, Sharon and Sally, Bunny Hull, Michèle and Harry, Sylvia
Pacheco, Fran Nelson, Cyndi Gohl, Julie Giles, Lois W., Kristin Confer,
Paul F., my composition teacher Steve Rothstein, and friend and visionary
photographer Glen Wexler. To my late mother and father, the lessons you
taught me are with me every day of my life, a debt I can only begin to
repay by being of service through my music.
Chuck Wild
Los Angeles, California
September 2014
LiquidMindMusic.com
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Liquid Mind V : Serenity
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Relax : A Liquid Mind experience
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